AWS Training & Certification
Video Production
CASE STUDY

Amazon Web Services Training & Certification
(AWS T&C) asked Elevation Marketing to
produce inspiring, multilingual video testimonials
on-location during its series of Global Summits.
elevation marketing | elevationb2b.com

BACKGROUND

Elevation combined its in-house expertise on AWS T&C
messaging strategy with its video production, post-production
and editing know-how.
How do you capture the excitement and knowledge shared at an AWS Global Summit for posterity to convey to others long after the closing
curtain? Video interviews can do this by recording the words, facial expressions and body language of those who have experienced AWS and
all it has to offer. However, video shooting on location requires experience and careful planning to pull off successfully — especially when there are
logistical challenges such as travel, multiple teams, noise and crowds. AWS T&C came to Elevation with a need to capture professional video
testimonials of select interviewees on location at each of the Summits held in Madrid, Spain, London, U.K. and São Paolo, Brazil.
In addition, AWS T&C wanted Elevation to create a “sizzle reel” to use as a teaser for next year’s events. The video segments were to be published
on social media platforms to create awareness about AWS T&C and highlight what the AWS Partner Network (APN) can provide to the Amazon
organization and vice versa. Elevation planned in advance a well thought-out strategy for capturing the interview material and sizzle reel footage
on-site at the summits and leave nothing to chance.

CHALLENGE

AWS T&C set
a goal to create
200+ video
testimonials
over the course
of a year.

AWS T&C wanted video testimonials that could be used to educate viewers from all industries and skill levels about AWS Cloud
products, services and solutions. AWS Summits bring attendees from all over the world, and deliver insights on technical,
highly specialized cloud computing knowledge — in more than 15 languages. It was quickly apparent that each summit
would be a unique project on its own with distinct challenges, including interviewees who each had varying degrees of language
proficiency and different levels of technical knowledge and comfort in front of the camera. There were also different camera crews in
each location and limited time constraints with each interviewee, adding to the overall production management challenges.
All interviews were conducted both in English and in the interviewees’ native languages. To control the disparities between interviewees,
Elevation’s team structured the questions in a way that would elicit a meaningful response. Luckily, Elevation’s experience and pre-planned
strategy enabled its team to successfully build on the interviewees’ best moments and capture their very best responses on camera.

VIDEO TESTIMONIALS
THAT COULD BE USED
TO EDUCATE VIEWERS
FROM ALL INDUSTRIES
AND SKILL LEVELS
ABOUT AWS CLOUD

STRATEGY

Elevation's approach
was to leave nothing
to chance, and have
a plan in place for
all contingencies.

ELEVATION’S CREATIVE
TEAM CREATED IN TOTAL
PHASE 1: PRE-PRODUCTION
The first phase centered on organizing all of the moving parts of the production in a project
plan spreadsheet for AWS T&C sign-off before getting on set, where things can go wrong
without careful planning and time is at a premium. AWS T&C identified the partners to
be interviewed, and Elevation drafted and revised the interview questionnaire and ideal
responses for AWS T&C approval. Following that, Elevation conducted video testimonial
pre-calls with AWS T&C and the pre-approved interviewees to get everyone on board
with the strategy ahead of the shoot.

PHASE 2: PRODUCTION
Having a model to work toward in an interview helps keep interviewees on track while on set,
where things can go wrong or general nervousness and interviewee inexperience can eat up
a lot of valuable time. Due to the extensive preparations, Elevation’s team successfully
guided the course of each interview to ensure that a response as close to the model as
possible came through in their responses and would resonate effectively with viewers.
After the interviews were wrapped up, the on-location camera teams were directed to shoot
B-roll footage of the various summit venues and activity areas — including shots of event
attendees collaborating, learning and socializing. This would be used in the creation of the
sizzle reel, and also for cut-away shots during the interview segments.

PHASE 3: POST-PRODUCTION
Due to the multilingual interview responses, each summit’s interview footage (except London)
required translation and transcriptions so that the video editor could work on editing the video
clips in post-production. Elevation’s creative team had a wide range of testimonial responses
to watch and shortlist, and the team successfully catalogued the best responses to each
question and then created the most inspiring script compilations from the wealth of
material to convey the best insights in short, unified segments. For the London Summit,
the team also created an exciting, fast-paced and fun sizzle reel showcasing the
collaboration and networking that took place between event attendees while they relaxed
and enjoyed social interactions in between sessions.

13

segments into concise
60 to 90 second scripts

5

scripts were completed
for London

2

scripts were completed
for Madrid

6

scripts were completed
for São Paulo

DELIVERABLES

•

Storyboards of each individual interview

•

B-roll footage for insert shots,
cut-aways and sizzle reel

•

13, 60-90 second video
script compilations

•

60-second sizzle reel

•

All completed in a short turnaround time

ELEVATION’S TEAM
SUCCESSFULLY CRAFTED
INSIGHTFUL INTERVIEWS
to highlight the benefits of the
partnership between AWS T&C
and its affiliated training, software
and certification testing providers
across the world.

ABOUT ELEVATION

Elevation Marketing is a full-service B2B marketing agency,
providing exceptional client experiences that result in more
business wins. We go beyond tactics to inspire experiences
that build brand believers. From a holistic perspective, we
focus on all aspects of operations and strategy to ensure
alignment between marketing and sales.
We have a strong command of inbound marketing, and
know how to effectively manage, deliver and retain buyers.
We offer full-cycle web development services for the
enterprise. We build bridges of communication, streamlining
the dissemination of information to targeted entities.

Whether its partner portals, online stores, web apps or
microsites, our custom digital solutions help you govern
personal data through its entire lifecycle for superior lead
generation and nurturing.
If you have a B2B product or service that solves real-world
problems, then you’ve done your job. We’ll do ours by
connecting you to the B2B decision makers that will
benefit from what you have to offer.
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